
WHERE “WHAT IF?” BECOMES “WHAT’S NEXT?”
You can join a company—or you can join a movement. At Booz Allen, we’ve spent 
more than a century exploring ocean depths and outer space, transforming industries 
and governments, safeguarding the valuable, and strengthening the vulnerable. 

From analytics to cyber, digital solutions to engineering, we’re empowering people 
to change the world—starting with you. 

YOU JUST GENERATED 1.7 MEGABYTES OF DATA
Now multiply that by 7 billion people every second. The world’s data flow is 
increasing exponentially and it’s not going to stop. To us, that’s not overwhelming:  
it’s awe-inspiring. Data can yield powerful insights if you ask the right questions  
and have the talent to decipher the answers.

At Booz Allen, we’re not content with incremental change. Our goal is to bring 
people together from different backgrounds and perspectives to transform  
business and society with data science. Yes, it’s lofty. But we’re already doing it: 
• Machine Intelligence enables a collaboration between computers and people 

that empowers us to do more for our world than we ever thought possible.
• Data Science pushes us to drive change by finding the questions we never 

knew to ask of our data and then identify the right answers.
• Health Solutions harnesses varying data sets, including genomic, clinical, and 

behavioral data, to treat and prevent disease for each individual in the  
most efficient and effective way.

• Immersive Experience creates intense and realistic training experiences to 
better enable military readiness, introduces new and more efficient ways to run 
business and mission operations, and disrupts industries with enhancements 
to how we work together to achieve a better world. 
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COMPETITION. COMMUNITY. CHANGE. 
We bring the global data science community together through social good efforts 
like the Hackathon for Hope, Data Science Bowl, and The Early Warning Project. 
Using advanced techniques such as deep learning and AI, we’ve put our collective 
brain power to work to determine algorithms that analyze ocean health and improve 
how doctors use MRIs. This year, we took on lung cancer—join us and see what 
we’ll tackle next.

WHAT’S NEXT? YOU TELL US. 
We depend on our people and we invest 
in their success. We’re constantly 
launching and supporting firmwide 
training and mentoring programs like the 
Data Science 5k Challenge, Data Science 
Bowl, hackathons, and meetups. With an 
engaged community already thousands 
strong, we intend to continue to build on 
and offer new opportunities for our 
experts to grow while focused on solving 
the hard problems and supporting our 
client missions.  

FINDING YOUR FIT
Whether you love solving problems, engineering ideas, or building solutions, 
there’s a place for you at Booz Allen. We’re looking for curious, creative people to 
join our team of data scientists:

• Data Scientist

• Data Architect/Engineer

• Data Visualization Analyst

• Biomedical Data Scientist

• Cost Estimator

• Geospatial Remote Sensing Analyst

• Intelligence Operations Analyst

• National Security & Policy Analyst

JOIN THE DISCOVERY. CAREERS.BOOZALLEN.COM

We are proud of our diverse environment, EOE, M/F/Disability/Vet.

About Booz Allen

For more than 100 years, 
business, government, and 
military leaders have turned 
to Booz Allen Hamilton to 
solve their most complex 
problems. Together, we will 
find the answers and change 
the world. To learn more, 
visit BoozAllen.com.

https://www.boozallen.com/e/insight/thought-leadership/data-science-for-social-good-brings-hope.html
http://careers.boozallen.com

